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O N - P A G E  F A C T O R S

Make it unique. Make it Fun. Make it a Cliff-hanger to force people to click-through to your 

site. 

Meta Description:

We tested having the keyword at the beginning of the first paragraph and at the end of the 

first paragraph and makes no difference, as long as it’s in the first 100 words. Try to make it 

Above the fold.

Keyword in the first 100 words of the page.

Google ignores these, so I don’t bother with these.

Meta Keywords: 

Just Get Your Keyword in the tags! <H1> Your Keyword </H1>

Keyword in H1-H7 Tags: 

The placement within the tag doesn’t matter, [Your ‘Keyword’ results] vs [‘Keyword’, your 

results.] makes no difference.

Keyword in Title tag:

We tested word counts from 500-4,000 words. 

1,300 Words   outperformed   2,000 words. 

Word Count: 1,300

Google has a 300+ factors that affect how you rank in the search 

engines. We’ve studied them all and now we just focus on the top 20% 

which make the biggest impact. All these have been tested and proven 

to individually boost rankings. Depending on your niche values will vary, 

but these are great baseline to get started with.

These factors are broken down into two parts, ON-PAGE factors and 

OFF-PAGE factors. In this PDF just focuses on the On-Page Factors.



Keyword Density is the percentage of times a keyword phrase appears on a web page 

compared to the total number of words on the page. This varies heavily per niche. To get 

the proper percentage is outside the scope of this PDF, but a general guide to match what 

Top 10 sites for your keyword are doing.

Keyword Density:

Internal links can be as strong as external Links. Don’t forget to inner-link to your other 

content!

Internal links:

Reference an authority site within your niche, (hyperlink not required! – Tested!). For 

example: If you niche is about Ketchup, linking out to Heinz.com would be great idea.

Authority Linking

Use words related to you keyword. For Example, if your keyword is “Science” use words like 

science experiment, science fair projects, kids science kits.

LSI is a factor.

Schema is code that you put on your website to help the search engines return more 

informative results for users. For example, when you see reviews stars next to a listing.

Use Schema.

Free Tool to find LSI keywords http://lsigraph.com/



9/10 of Lab Rats Approve,having no Copy Cats.  Cite your sources! Safe Minimum 60% 

Unique content (LAB TESTED)

Content Must be Unique!

The bounce rate is the percentage of visitors to who navigate away from the site after 

viewing only one page. Google measures this metric.  Keep your bounce rate low, by having 

engaging content that provides valve. Another Tip is splitting up content to help improve 

pageviews. The specific bounce rate varies per niche.

Bounce Rate is a Factor

Don’t worry about this too much! ~ Focus on providing value! I’ve spent way too much time 

here, as long as your website loads less than 10 seconds your fine. What really matters is 

the Time to First Byte (TTFB). 

How Long Does it Take for On-Page changes take effect? 
These changes can be noticed immediately once you re-submit your urls  to google.

Page Speed: 

People who are always yelling, are annoying! If used in excess it’s Negative ranking factor!

DON’T USE All CAPS, PLEASE.

Google isn’t a like my 5th Grade Grammar Teacher! (I was shocked by this finding) You don’t 

need to perfect!

Readability and Grammar isn’t a ranking factor.

Using simple language is better for conversions.SIDE 
NOTE

For more insightful Field-Tested information, 
Visit SecretSEOLabs.com

http://SecretSEOLabs.com

